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NEW RV
TOOLKIT

Our easy to follow toolkit gives you all
the essential RV kit you need for

awesome trips.
 



TOP 7 RV ACCESSORIES
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1 - Barbecue
Your RV will typically have a hob, oven and microwave
in the kitchen area. But why not take advantage of the
great outdoors and add a BBQ to your kit. RV BBQ's are
lightweight, easy to assemble and can connect to the
RV gas supply.

2 - Wi-Fi Router
Campgrounds often have wi-fi you can connect to, but
often reception can be poor and the internet slow.
Your best bet is to hook up your wi-fi Router as this will
generally give you much faster speeds and a strong
reception. You can also connect multiple devices to
your wi-fi Router.  

3 - RV Bike Rack
RV's are great for exploring. Once you get to your pitch,
the best way to see the world is on a bicycle. Adding a
bike rack to your RV allows you to take your bikes with
you everywhere you go. Many campgrounds have cycle
routes you can follow to see the countryside and cities. 
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4 - RV Awnings
Your RV is full of all the mod-cons and creature
comforts you need. A great way to extend the space
you have is to add an awning. Awnings easily connect
to your RV and can quickly be erected.

5 - Luxury Fold-up Chairs
You spend a lot of your time enjoying the environment
outside your RV. With this in mind, it makes sense to
invest in a pair of comfortable luxury chairs. Fold-up
chairs will mean you don't take up much storage space
in the RV.

6 - Battery Operated Lamps
Make the most of the evenings sitting outside of your
RV with lights to add that extra bit of comfort. Battery
operated lamps also give you a backup if you have a
shortage of power in the RV. 

7 - Travel games
Travel versions of board games and packs of playing
cards give you extra entertainment options when the
weather isn't favourable. 


